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Feedback
Autogram Record RSE-1
Legendary Library of Congress Sessions

Why don't you catch my Shetlund
sounds like summer,

Saddle up my black mare?
a lazy ride through Delta lush,

Gonna find my aby any old lonesome where
grooved now by irrigators,
iron wheels plowing soil
black as acetate cut to hold a blues.

When Son House pulses
He's a traveling pony
you can’t hear 1941,
Lomax or his quarter-ton
sound machine, the half-dozen
croppers come to sell a tune,

just House working his
Don’t even know his name

to Klack’s crackerbarrel
and time-board and gallery depot
It’s a low-down dirty shame.
He hears it first — feels it
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building in the floor — the 1:06
to Lake
from Memphis.
But the disc keeps spinning
Now look-y here horse as the iron team

chuffs through the window
Come on & let's us go,
rolling south to Tunica
& travel on down to Clarksdale

and Bentonia, to the Gulf of Mexico.
House pumps his piston arm
in time, Got pole-stocking feet,
and the acetate piles behind the stylus,
a great long old curly mane,
the slide Got a rocking motion

like a high-speed passenger train
that shrinks as he watches
into the quiet between the tracks,
a faint whisper of gone.
The discs keep spinning
August’s turgid air,

and before Lomax can adjust,
before Willie Brown

can rise to call camp moans,
the vinyl smoothes
like highway and floodplain
from the hills where I listen,

sixty years and two states away,
where a freight
strums down the
whining steel on steel
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toward Tuscaloosa, Jackson,
and the Gulf’s yawning dark,

wave after wave
stringing moonlight to gleam
like the tone arm
toward the record’s name.

Why don't you catch my Shetland pony?
I can’t find him anywhere.
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Mountain Elegy
They hang the guitar on a nail,
veil the clock’s wrought face.
Only breath is keeping time.
On the
a hummed air lingers.
Verses crowd on their tongues.

A slow breath of notes,
and the hollow fills like a church
the way one string moves another
with its perfect note,
the way the strings, released,

sing back to parting hand.
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